Blackbird Designs

Meadow

Bed Runner
Size: 22" x 90"

Quilter Basics
Read instructions before beginning a project.
- All instructions include a ¼" seam allowance.
- 22" measurement is approximate. Press as you go.

Fabric Requirements for Bed Runner
Note: Fabrics 4 & 6 is not used in Bed Runner.

Fabric 1 (2691-11) Background 1½ yds.
Fabric 2 (2696-25) Binding, Blocks & Applique 1 yd.
Fabric 3 (2692-11) 10" x 10"
Fabric 5 (2690-15) Fat Quarter
Fabric 7 (2696-15) Fat Quarter
Fabric 8 (2695-15) Fat Quarter
Fabric 9 (2696-12) 10" x 10"
Fabric 10 (2692-15) Fat Quarter
Fabric 11 (2693-15) ¾ yd.

The following are used only in Bed Runner
Fabric 12 (2696-11) 1 yd.
Fabric 13 (2696-13) 10" x 10"
Fabric 14 (2692-21) 10" x 10"
Fabric 15 (2694-16) 10" x 10"

Backing
2½ yds pieced
2 skeins 6 strand embroidery floss DMC 934
Fusible web (optional)

Cutting
Note: Use the fabric "scraps" for applique.

Fabric 1 Background
Cut 2 – 18" x WOF strips
Join strips together end to end. Press seam open.

Trim background strip to measure 18" x 80". Note:
Background strip will be trimmed to 16½" x 78½" when
applique is completed.

Fabric 2. Binding and Blocks
Cut 2 – 8" x WOF strips
Subcut 2 – 8" x 24" strips for end borders
Note: Border strips will be trimmed to
6½" x 22½" when applique is completed.
Cut 7 – 2" x WOF strips for binding

Fabric 9. Center Oval and Applique
Cut 1 – 12" x 15" strip. Use enclosed template to
cut green background oval.

Fabric 11. Blocks
Cut 5 – 3½" x WOF strips
Subcut 52 – 3½" x 3½" squares for flying geese

Fabric 12. Blocks
Cut 5 – 3½" x WOF strips
Subcut 26 – 3½" x 6½" rectangles for flying
goose
Cut 1 – 10½" x 15" strip. Use enclosed template to
cut cream background oval.

Fabrics 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14, and 15 are used for
applique.
Construction

Flying Geese

1. Using a mechanical pencil draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the 52 - 3½" x 3½" squares.
2. With right sides together, align edges of marked square and a 3½" x 6½" rectangle.

4. Repeat with second marked square. Press. Make 26 flying geese units.

5. Sew units together end to end. Make 2 sets of 13 flying geese borders.

Applique

Using your favorite applique method, complete the center applique for the bed runner. Begin by centering and appliqueing the 2 background ovals (Fabrics 2 & 12) followed by an initial. Then work outward from the center adding leaves and flowers. Refer to enclosed diagram for placement. Note: If you would like a full size diagram for reference, enlarge enclosed diagram by 566%. Finish center applique by adding the stems and "vine" using 6 strands of embroidery floss and a stem stitch. Trim completed applique piece to measure 16½" x 78½" with seams.

Assemble Bed Runner

1. Add pieced flying geese borders to top and bottom of bed runner – red triangles pointing outward. Press seams toward center.
2. Add prepared appliquéd red borders to opposite ends of bed runner. Press toward center. Bed Runner should measure 22½" x 90½" with seams.

Finishing

Using a bias seam, join the 7 – 2"xWOF strips end to end. Press seams open. Fold prepared strip in half wrong sides together and press to make the binding.

Layer, Quilt and Bind

End Border Unit

Using your favorite applique method, add applique to the 2 end borders units. Note: Use table runner templates for border applique motifs. Add the stems and "vine" using 6 strands of embroidery floss and a stem stitch. Trim completed border strips to measure 6½" x 22½".
Enlarge templates 200%
Templates do not include seam allowance

Bed Runner Background Ovals Templates

Note: Use Table Runner size templates for this applique.

Cream Oval

Cream Oval should measure 8½" x 13" without seams

Green Oval

Green Oval should measure 9" x 13¾" without seams
Table & Bed Runner Templates

Templates are full size
Templates do not include seam allowance

Enlarge templates 158% for bed runner applique

Cut 2 of Flower 1 – 1 as shown and 1 reversed

Cut 6 of Flower 2 – 3 as shown and 3 reversed

You will find the pattern for Meadow Bed Runner on our website modafabrics.com Select FUN STUFF then Free Patterns
Meadow
Blackbird Designs

Table & Bed Runner Templates

Templates are full size
Templates do not include seam allowance

Enlarge templates 158% for bed runner applique

Cut 2 of each leaf – 1 as shown and 1 reversed

Leaf 4
Leaf 9
Leaf 12
Leaf 10
Leaf 11
Leaf 1
Leaf 3
Leaf 5
Leaf 6
Leaf 7
Leaf 8

moda
If you would like a full size diagram for reference, enlarge enclosed diagram by 299% for table runner and 566% for bed runner.
Select and enlarge letter 375% for table runner monogram
Enlarge letter 566% for bed runner.
Fabric Chart and Yardage Requirements for Table Runner and Bed Runner

Yardage requirements for Bed Runner are listed below each swatch.
Bed Runner Pattern is available on our website.

Please note, kit yardage may vary slightly from amounts given on this project sheet.

Fabric 1 – Background
2691-11
¾ yard
Bed Runner
1¾ yard

Fabric 2 – Binding/Applique
2696-25
¾ yard, plus
10”x10” sq.
Bed Runner
1 yard

Fabric 3 – Blocks
2692-11
10”x10” sq.
Bed Runner
10”x10” square

Fabric 4 – Blocks
2693-11
10”x10” sq.
Not Used in Bed Runner

Fabric 5 – Blocks
2690-15
2-10”x10” sq.
Bed Runner
1 Fat Quarter

Fabric 6 – Blocks
2695-11
10”x10” sq.
Not Used in Bed Runner

Fabric 7 – Blocks
2696-15
10”x10” sq.
Bed Runner
1 Fat Quarter

Fabric 8 – Blocks
2695-15
10”x10” sq.
Bed Runner
1 Fat Quarter

Fabric 9 – Blocks
2696-12
½ yard
Bed Runner
10”x10” square

Fabric 10 – Blocks
2692-15
10”x10” sq.
Bed Runner
1 Fat Quarter

Fabric 11 – Blocks
2693-15
2-10”x10” sq.
Bed Runner
¾ yard

Fabric 12 – Blocks
2696-11
Only Used in Bed Runner
Bed Runner
1 yard

Fabric 13 – Blocks
2696-13
Only Used in Bed Runner
Bed Runner
10”x10” square

Fabric 14 – Blocks
2692-21
Only Used in Bed Runner
Bed Runner
10”x10” square

Fabric 15 – Blocks
2694-16
Only Used in Bed Runner
Bed Runner
10”x10” square
Quilter Basics
Read instructions before beginning a project.
- All instructions include a ¼" seam allowance.
- 22" measurement is approximate, Press as you go.

Fabric Requirements for Table Runner

Fabric 1 (2691-11) Background ¾ yd.
Fabric 2** (2696-25) Binding & Applique ¼ yd.

10"x10" Squares of the following:
Fabric 2** (2696-25) 10"x10"
Fabric 3* (2692-11) 10"x10"
Fabric 4* (2693-11) 10"x10"
Fabric 5* (2690-15) (2) 10"x10"
Fabric 6 (2695-11) 10"x10"
Fabric 7 (2696-15) 10"x10"
Fabric 8 (2695-15) 10"x10"
Fabric 9 (2696-12) 10"x10"
Fabric 10 (2692-15) 10"x10"
Fabric 11 (2693-15) (2) 10"x10"

*Used in half square triangle units
**This sku is cut twice

Cutting

Fabric 1 Background
Cut 2 – 12"xWOF strips
Join strips together end to end using a bias seam.
Press seam open. Trim background strip to measure 12" x51". Note: Background strip will be trimmed to 11"x48½" when applique is completed.

Fabric 2. Binding
Cut 4 – 2"xWOF strips for binding

Fabrics 3, 4, and 1 square of Fabric 5
Cut each 10"x10" square into 4 – 5"x5" squares – total 12 sq.

Fabric 6 use for applique background oval in center of runner

Fabrics 2, 5 and 7-11 are used for applique.

Construction

Half Square Triangles
Note: If you would prefer to use Spinning Stars Triangle Papers (1½" finished) to piece the half square triangle blocks, follow Steps 1 & 2 and then read and follow triangle paper directions.

1. Sort the 5"x5" squares into 4 pairs – 2 with Fabrics 5 and 3 and 2 with Fabrics 5 and 4. Note: You will have extra 5" squares.
Construction - cont.

2. Align edges of each pair – right sides together.

3. Using a rotary cutter and ruler, cut each pair into 4 – 2½”x2½” squares.

4. Using a mechanical pencil, draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of all the 2½”x2½” cream squares.

5. Stitch a scant ¼” on opposite sides of marked line. Cut on marked line to yield 2 half square triangle units. See diagram. Square units to measure 2” with seams.

6. Repeat to make a total of 32 half square triangle units.

7. Join the half square triangle units into a row of 32 units, alternating the Fabric 3 and 4 units. Press seams open.

Applique

Using your favorite applique method, complete the center applique for the table runner. Begin by centering and appliqueing the background oval (Fabric 6). Then add an initial. Work outward from the center adding leaves and flowers. Refer to enclosed diagram for placement. Note: If you would like a full size diagram for reference, enlarge enclosed diagram by 299%. Finish center applique by adding the stems and "vine" using 6 strands of embroidery floss and a stem stitch. Use 6 strands of floss to outline center oval. Trim completed applique piece to measure 11”x48½” with seams.

Assemble Table Runner

Add stitched row of half square triangle units to bottom of trimmed applique. Press seams open. Table runner should measure 12½”x48½” with seams.

Finishing

Using a bias seam, join the 4 – 2”xWOF strips end to end. Press seams open. Fold prepared strip in half wrong sides together and press to make the binding.

Layer, Quilt and Bind

moda
Meadow
Table Runner

Bkgd Oval Template
Template is full size
Template does not include seam allowance

moda
MODAFABRICS.COM
Fabric Chart and Yardage Requirements for Table Runner and Bed Runner

Yardage requirements for Bed Runner are listed below each swatch.
Bed Runner Pattern is available on our website.

Please note, kit yardage may vary slightly from amounts given on this project sheet.

**Fabric 1 – Background**
- 2691-11
  - 1¾ yard
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 2 – Binding/Applique**
- 2696-25
  - ¾ yard, plus 10”x10” sq.
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 3 – Blocks**
- 2692-11
  - 10”x10” sq.
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 4 – Blocks**
- 2693-11
  - 10”x10” sq.
- Not Used in Bed Runner

**Fabric 5 – Blocks**
- 2690-15
  - 2-10”x10” sq.
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 6 – Blocks**
- 2695-11
  - 10”x10” sq.
- Not Used in Bed Runner

**Fabric 7 – Blocks**
- 2696-15
  - 10”x10” sq.
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 8 – Blocks**
- 2695-15
  - 10”x10” sq.
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 9 – Blocks**
- 2696-12
  - ½ yard
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 10 – Blocks**
- 2692-15
  - 10”x10” sq.
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 11 – Blocks**
- 2693-15
  - 2-10”x10” sq.
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 12 – Blocks**
- 2696-11
  - Only Used in Bed Runner
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 13 – Blocks**
- 2696-13
  - Only Used in Bed Runner
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 14 – Blocks**
- 2692-21
  - Only Used in Bed Runner
- Bed Runner

**Fabric 15 – Blocks**
- 2694-16
  - Only Used in Bed Runner
- Bed Runner
Table & Bed Runner Templates

Templates are full size
Templates do not include seam allowance

Enlarge templates 158% for bed runner applique

Cut 2 of Flower 1 – 1 as shown and 1 reversed

Cut 6 of Flower 2 – 3 as shown and 3 reversed

You will find the pattern for Meadow Bed Runner on our website modafabrics.com Select FUN STUFF then Free Patterns
Meadow
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Table & Bed Runner Templates

Templates are full size
Templates do not include seam allowance

Enlarge templates 158% for bed runner applique

Cut 2 of each leaf – 1 as shown and 1 reversed

Leaf 1
Leaf 2
Leaf 3
Leaf 4
Leaf 5
Leaf 6
Leaf 7
Leaf 8
Leaf 9
Leaf 10
Leaf 11
Leaf 12
Alphabet

A B C D E
F G H I J
K L M N O

If you would like a full size diagram for reference, enlarge enclosed diagram by 299% for table runner and 566% for bed runner.
Select and enlarge letter 375% for table runner monogram
Enlarge letter 566% for bed runner.